Character Profile 

Barabas of Tiola-Moldre

Barabas of Tiola-Moldre, 34, is a Wizard (Illusionist & Pyro Schools) from Tiola-Moldre, single with no children.  He is a stocky 5'4", weighing in at 165 lbs.  

Barabas seeks to find out “the truth.” Much of his life involved appearances and deception, but Barabas just wants to find out what the truth really is, good, bad, or indifferent.

Barabas is concerned about control.  He has the desire to lead a great power, but Barabas found out early on that he has had an easier time confusing and fooling people than demonstrating leadership.  

Barabas's character flaw is based on his incorrect belief that the world is an impossibly tough place and the only way to get what he wants is to be powerful and force his will on others.  He fears appearing weak.  When he's under pressure, he withdraws.  When he's relaxed and secure, he uses his power to help others get what they want.

Background

Barabas was born on Wildday of Illusion Week in Fire Season in Tiola-Moldre, the capitol of the Kingdom of Tumeria.  He was born in a Chalana-Arroy temple.  He was raised by his maternal grandparents, who lived in Ox Kill/Forest's Edge.  

Barabas' father was a powerful illusionist and fire mage working for a baron, but dad never married Barabas' mother.  Barabas' parents did live together initially, and in fact Barabas' earliest memories are of watching dad practice his illusionist and fire spells.  Unfortunately, Barabas' dad was married to someone while he was living with Barabas and his mom.  These things never turn out well.

Barabas had two half-brothers that lived with Barabas' dad, Andrew and Benjamin.  They were both legitimate.

Barabas' mom was from the Great Waste or Shasta as his mom called it.  She was proud of being a hunter for the Horse tribe. 

When Barabas was 15, his mom and dad had a huge fight, and Barabas and his mom ended up traveling far to the northeast to the Duchy of Kernan, about as far as one could get away from Tiola-Moldre and stay in Tumeria.

Barabas' dad did provide a reasonable stipend for his mom and him, and Barabas was able to learn several languages including: Tumerian (r/w/s) [native tongue], Eldenvaanish (r/w/s) [language of the Overlord], and Aldrami(r, 1/2 s) [Elvish].  

Barabas picked up several hobbies including art appreciation for oil paintings, animal husbandry of bunnies, and being able to play the lute.

Barabas realized early on that he wanted to get past all of the social niceties and illusion and find out the truth. 

When Barabas was 21, he fell madly in love with Brenda.  They were inseperable soul mates.  They used to love to play tricks on other people.  On one occasion, Barabas and Brenda dropped some horse apples down the common well.

Unfortunately, an outbreak of the creeping shakes ensued and slew several dozen people.  Eventually the truth sayers were able to narrow it down to Brenda and Barabas.  Brenda claimed that it was entirely her idea, and at that moment Barabas lacked the will to try and defend his love.

She was sent to prison and died less than a season later of the creeping shakes.

This event fundementally changed Barabas.  Ever after, he resolved to always let people know what he was responsible for, and he began leaving an ego mark whenever he went someplace new or slew an evil being.

In order to get his mind off of Brenda's death, Barabas joined the First Foot of the Duchy of Kernan.  Barabas found out that people in the military are not as honorable as others would believe, and Barabas mustered out as soon as he could.

Barabas used his pay and muster benefits to outfit himself for an apprenticeship with Jocelin in Ox Kill.  

Now has come the time that Barabas has been looking forward to and dreading in equal parts. 

Character Arc

Barabas begins the campaign very skeptical of his fellow adventurers.  Over time, Barabas learns that others are competent and trustworthy, releasing the strict control he has been forcing on every situation since childhood.  There's a freeing of self, allowing him to express true feelings, showing weaknesses even.  There's a humbling, humanizing effect.

Dialogue

Dialogue examples: "Don't try to flatter me.  It won't work."  "What the f**k!"  "You've got no clue."  

Internal Dialogue: "I can do it.  I'm powerful."

Relationships

Barabas is direct and persistent.  Other characters feel safe being on his side, but the control can be hard to deal with.  His inability to show vulnerability is difficult for partners or friends.  He likes partners who are independent and strong, but allow him to be in control.  

Barabas and Glarg (party leader dragon-newt) connect in friendship, direct and honest communication and support of each other's goals.  Conflict occurs when each character's all-or-nothing style of expression creates a competitive and combative situation.  A power struggle arises.  Since they both are very direct, this battle of wills can escalate and polarize into angry hurtful encounters and withdrawal. 

Sterling's (elvish archer) restraint and respect for boundaries and Barabas's expressiveness and engagement complement each other.  Both characters value independence.  But, for Sterling, Barabas's big energy can get invasive and intimidating, causing Sterling to detach in order to resist Barabas's domination.  A cycle of withdrawal and challenge can occur with Sterling disappearing into unavailability and refusing to be dominated, while Barabas gets confrontational and angry. 

Sola (human healer) is attracted to Barabas's strength and support.  Barabas is attracted to Sola's attentiveness and helpfulness.  But Barabas may find Sola to be too dependent and approval-seeking, while Sola can see Barabas as overly confrontational and dominating.  When Sola tries to soften Barabas and assert control, Barabas resists and moves against containment with more confrontation. 

Glog (dwarf fighter) and Barabas often connect in supporting each other's causes with Barabas encouraging Glog to take more effective action.  Conflict occurs when Barabas gets impatient with Glog's fears and doubts and asks for a bottom line.  Glog may feel intimidated and threatened by Barabas's aggression.  Angry confrontations may occur, causing Glog to withdraw. 

Notes

The only item that he still has from his father is a poem about the ancient ruins of Tumeria – Kernan Duchy.  The truth is out there!

